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In this paper it is shown that the lattice/_~ of partitions of n under the dominance ordering is 
totally asymmetric, except for the cases n = 6 and 7 where the automorphism group is Z2XZ 2. 
As a consequence, partition conjugation is the only antiautomorphism of/_~ if n ~ 6, 7. 
0. Introduction 
Let  /_~ denote the lattice of partit ions of the integer n under the dominance 
ordering (or majorizat ion).  That  is, if ,k=(,kl~>)t2>~--.~>0) and p .= 
(~1 >~tz2 ~>' ' "  ~> 0) are two partit ions of n, then )t I>/x iff 
) t l+) t2+- - -+)q~>p. l+/x2+. . -+/z l  for i= l ,  2 , . . . ,n .  
This lattice is connected with problems in several branches of mathemat ics  such as 
combinatorics,  statistics, algebra, matr ix theory (see [3] for  historical information 
and applications). 
F rom a combinator ial  point of view Brylawski [1] has studied the Mrb ius  
function of L ,  and interval structure properties. Greene  and Kle i tman [2] have 
described the max imum length of a chain between two elements of L ,  and have 
given an algorithm for constructing such a chain. This is an interesting prob lem 
since/_~ is not a ranked poset. 
We consider here the lattice automorphisms of Ln, that is, bi jective maps 
~b: L~ ~ L ,  which preserve the lattice operat ions up and inf. (Since L ,  is finite, 
the lattice automorphisms are identical to the bijective order -preserv ing  func- 
tions f rom/_~ to itself, i.e., the poset automorphisms of L,.) It turns out that for 
L 6 and L 7 the automorph ism group is isomorphic to 7/2 x 7/2, while for all other n, 
/_~ is totally asymmetr ic,  i.e., Aut(/_~)= {1}. 
1. Preliminaries and notation 
At times it will be convenient o denote a partit ion )t of n as (a~ ~, a~ . . . .  ) where 
ax>a2>' '  .>0  and rl is the multiplicity of the summand a~. 
In the fol lowing we shall use the well known facts that if 4~ is an automorphism 
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of a (finite) poset P, then it preserves the covering relations, the height and the 
depth of each element of P, and the coveting and cocovering numbers, where the 
covering (cocovering) number of x ~ P is the number of elements in P which are 
covered by (cover) x. 
The following result describes the covering relations in L,,. 
l~m 1 [1, Proposit ion 2.3]. Let A, t~ ~/-~. Then h covers ~ iff we have 
=re+l ,  Xj =t~- l ,  hk =gk  for k ¢: i, ] and either (a) j =i+1 or (b ) j> i+ l  and 
hi - 1 = hi+x . . . . .  Xi_~ = h~ + 1. 
When examining an automorphism of Ln, we shall be interested in its action on 
join irreducible elements. We easily have the following characterization: 
Lemum 2 [1, Corol lary 2.5]. ~" e/_~ is join irreducible iff it has one of the following 
fOrms: 
(d"), (m ~, lb), (k =, (k - 1)a), (s "~, ( s -  1) s, 1 *) 
where a ,b ,c ,a , /3 , '~ ,~,e~l  and d>~2, m>~2, k>~3, s>~4. 
In constructing a lattice automorphism ~b of/_~ we shall be confronted with the 
possibility that 4~('rrl) = "rr2 for ~1 ~ "rr2, both of which are join irreducible covering 
their infimum a = ~ A 7r2. We now investigate when this situation can arise. 
I~m, ,m 3. I f  Irl, ~r2 ~ I_~ are two distinct join irreducible elements and if both 7rl 
and 7r2 cover o" = Irl A 1r2, then we have one of the following cases: 
(a) 7rx = (3, 1"-3), ~r2 = (23, 1 "-6) and cr = (22, 1 "-4) (n ~ 6), 
(b) ~rl = (4 ", 12), ~r2 = (4 "-1, 32), 1r = (4 "-1, 3, 2, 1) (where c >I 1 and necessarily 
n -~2 (mod 4)), 
(c) "rrl = (3 m, 13), "rr2 = (3 m-l,  23), O" = (3 m-l,  22, 12) (where m >12 and, necessar- 
ily, n - 0 (mod 3)), 
(d) "rrl = (5, 12), "rr2 = (4, 3), o" = (4, 2, 1), or 
(e) ~rl = (4, 13), "rr2 = (3, 22), a = (3, 2, 12). 
Proot .  F rom Lemma 2 we know the possible forms for ~rl and 7r2; the unique 
coveting relation for a join irreducible is as below: 
X l=(d  a) coversv l=(da- l ,d - l ,1 )  (a>~l,  d12)  
A2 = (m c, 1 b) covers "r2 = (m c-1, m - 1, 2, 1 b-l) (b, c I> 1; m ~3)  
A3 = (2 c, I b) covers v3 = (2 c-1, I b÷2) (b, c >I 1) 
k4 = (k ~, (k - 1) a) covers "r4 = (k ~, (k - 1) a- l ,  k -2 ,  1) (a,/3 >~ 1; k ~3)  
A5 = (s v, (s - 1) s, 1 ~) covers vs = (s TM, (s - 1) 8-1, s - 2, 2, 1 ~-1) (3, 8, e I 1; s/> 4). 
By comparing "ri and -q we see that only the equalities ~'1 =~2 and "rE ='r4 are 
possible and they occur precisely in the five claimed cases. [ ]  
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3. Main result 
With the information f rom Lemma 3 we can now state and prove the following. 
Theorem. I[ n 4: 6, 7 then I_~ admits only the trivial automorphism. For L6 and I-.7 
the automorphism group is isomorphic to 7/2 x7/2. 
lh~mt. First assume n4: 6, 7 and let to ~ Aut(/_~). We shall show that to(Ti)= 1r for 
all Ti ~/_~ proceeding by induction on ht "rr, the height of Ti. Clearly to(t))= 15. 
Assume that t0(w) = Ti for all Ti ~/.~ such that ht Ti <~ h, and let Tia be an e lement 
of height h + 1. 
If  Til is not join irreducible, then to(Ti0=Tix (since to preserves suprema).  
Hence  we may and shall assume that Tix is join irreducible. Moreover ,  if 
to(Til) = Ir2 4: Til, then necessarily ht Ti2 = h + 1, Ti2 is also join irreducible and both 
Til and Ti2 cover tr = Tia A'tr2, due to the inductive hypothesis. Hence  we are in one 
of the situations (a), (b) or (c) described in Lemma 3. Each case will be ruled out 
by examining the covering and cocovering numbers  or the heights of transposed 
pairs of elements. 
Case (a). The only part it ion covering Tix = (3, 1 "-3) is (3, 2, 1 "-5) while ~-2 = 
(23, 1 "-6) has two cocovers, namely (3, 2, 1 "-5) and (24, 1 "-8) (recall, n >~ 6 in Case 
(a), and we now consider n # 6, 7). Hence  to(Til)# Ti2, and since they are the only 
covers of Tix A Ti2 = (22, 1"-4), they must be fixed by to. 
Case (b). If "rq = (4 c, 12) and Ti2 = (4c-~, 32), and n4:6,  7, then c~>2. For  c=2,  
Ti2 = (4, 32) is covered by only one element,  while Til =(  42, 12) has two cocovers; 
being the only cocovers of or = (4, 3, 2, 1), both Tix and Ti2 must be fixed. Now if 
c I>3, then tr =TIlATI2=(4 c-1, 3, 2, 1) is also covered by a =(5,  4 c-a, 3 2, 2, 1) 
which is not join irreducible. Thus, if to transposes "trl and rr2, then to (a )= a and 
to(/3) = 3' where /3 = a v Ti E = (5 ,  4 c-3, 3 3) and 3" = a v Til = (5, 4 ~-2, 3, 12). But this 
is impossible since /3 and 3" have different heights: 
ht/3 = max(ht  a, ht TIE) + 1 = ht a + 1, 
bt 3' ~ max(ht a + 2, ht Ti~ + 1) = ht a + 2. 
Case (c). If T i l=(3" ,  13) and to does not fix Tix, then to(Til) = Ti2 where 
T i2=(3"-1,23) ,  since the only other  cocover of c r=(3" -1 ,22 ,  12) is a= 
(4, 3 " -3 ,  23, 12), (if m ~>3) which is not join irreducible. Then to (a )=a and 
to(Til v a )  = Ti2 va .  But T i l va  = (4, 3 " -2,  2, 13) which covers three elements, while 
Ti2 v a = (4, 3" -3 ,  24), which covers only two elements. Thus, if m I> 3, to fixes Til 
and, hence, Ti2 also. If m = 2, then it is easily seen that Til = (32, 13) is covered by 
(32, 2, 1) and by (4, 2, 13), while Ti2 = (3, 23) is covered only by (32, 2, 1). In this 
case, since Tia and "rr2 are the only cocovers of o- = (3, 22, 12) and since to(o') = o', to 
again fixes wl and "IT 2 .  
Thus Aut(/_~)={1} for n#6,7 .  If n=6,  then there are two interchangeable 
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(,tFa) (3,2,: "-~) 
(.)3,~-6)= ~)"  ~ ...(~.~-~') 
• ,',:t.,%= (2.. ~, I"-~') 
,. ,z, i) 
/ ! 
d / 
CASE a) 
"6' : TIILV Ot 
\ x .  
CASE ':) ~ 1 " 
CASE b) 
Fig. 1. 
(3z) ( ~ (4 , i  2) 
~ (3,1s) 
Fig. 2. The latt ices L 6 and L 7. 
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pairs (~'1, ~'2) (from cases (a), (b)), leading to Aut(L6)~7]z×7/2. For L7 we note 
that the depths of (3, 22) and (4, 13) are different, hence only (4, 3) and (5, 1 z) are 
an 'exceptional pair' (from Lemma 3). Thus Aut(LT)~Zz×Zz. []  
Clearly, conjugation is an antiautomorphism of L,  (see [1]), and in view of the 
Theorem, we immediately obtain: 
Corollary. For n~ 6, 7 the lattice L, has only one anti-automorphism, given by 
partition conjugation. 
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